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Dynamics of a quantum system coupled to an environment has been studied extensively for potential applications to quantum computing and quantum information processing recently [1] [2] [3] [4] . The key element of the studies is the reduced-density-operator which is a solution to quantum Liouville equation (QLE). The QLE would involve Hamiltonians for systems representing qubits, reservoir, and mutual interaction between the system and reservoir that causes decoherence [5] . The presence of decoherence would be the most important obstacle to the ideal operations of quantum gates or quantum channels [6] . To overcome this difficulty, the quantum error correcting codes [7] and the decoherence free subspaces [8] of multiple qubit systems have been suggested. For both quantum error correcting codes and decoherence free subspaces the knowledge of the reduced density operator of the qubit system is essential.
Up to now the information about the reduced density operator is obtained from Lindblad master equation [3, 9] in Markovian approximation or an operator sum representation (OSR) [10] in the non-Markovian case which is also known as Kraus representation. Even though the OSR provides better information about the qubit system than the Markovian formalism, somewhat surprisingly, as pointed out by Bacon et al. [11] , the former is obtained in the language of gates, i.e., the unitary transformation, rather than from the solution to the QLE itself in the Hamiltonian formulation. In other words, most of the proposals for quantum computers or quantum gates have assumed particular forms of the unitary transformations beforehand. In our opinion, it would be desirable if there is a way to obtain the direct solution for the reduced density operator from the QLE to model physical implementations of the quantum computers.
The QLE is an integro-differential equation and, in general, it is nontrivial to obtain the solution of the form
whereρ is the reduced density operator and E is the superoperator of linear mapping. The superoperator E is not necessarily a unitary transformation if one considers an open system interacting with a reservoir in the presence of decoherence processes. Sometime ago we studied the time-convolutionless reduced density operator formulation to model quantum devices [12, 13] and noisy quantum channels [14] . In this theory the memory kernels of the Volterra-type integral equation are solved self-consistently using the superoperator formalism and it was shown that both non-Markovian decoherence process and renormalization of the memory effects can be incorporated.
In this paper we formulate a general non-Markovian theory based on a QLE and show that the OSR for the non-Markovian case and the Lindblad master equation approach within the Markov approximation can be derived self-consistently.
The Hamiltonian of the total system is assumed to bê
whereĤ s (t) is the Hamiltonian of the system,Ĥ b the reservoir, andĤ int the Hamiltonian for the interaction of the system with the reservoir. Note that the system HamiltonianĤ s (t) may contain time-dependent external field terms to control the qubit system. The equation of motion for density operatorρ t of the total system is given by a QLE as
where
The Liouville operators are in one-to-one correspondence with the Hamiltonians. Here we use a unit of h = 1. The reservoir is assumed to be in the thermal state. However, the assumption may be extended to any time-independent reservoir states which commutes with the reservoir Hamiltonian, i.e., L bρb = 0. In order to derive and to solve an equation for the system alone, we employ the projection-operators [15, 16] that decompose the total system by eliminating the degrees of freedom for the reservoir. Time-independent projection-operators P and Q are defined as
for any dynamical variableX. Here Tr b indicates a partial trace over the quantum reservoir. The information of the system is contained in the reduced density operator ρ(t) given byρ
After some mathematical manipulations, the time convolutionless equation of motion for Pρ t (t) =ρ bρ (t) is given by [12] [13] [14] 
The projected propagator H(t, τ ) and the anti-time evolution operator G(t, τ ) of the total system are defined as
and
where T and T c denote the time ordering and the antitime ordering operators respectively. The formal solution to Eq. (6) is given by [14] Pρ t (t) = U(t, 0)Pρ t (0) (9) where the projected propagator U(t, τ ) of the system is defined by
Eq. (9) can be put into time-convolutionless form by substitutingρ
and after some mathematical manipulations, we obtain the reduced density operatorρ(t), which is an exact solution to the QLE, given in the form of Eq. (1),
with
Here, we define
where U 0 (t, τ ) is the non-interacting time-evolution operator of the system and the reservoir and R(t, τ ) is the anti-time evolution operator of the total system in the interaction picture [13, 14] . It is straightforward to obtain the time-convolutionless equation of motion for a reduced density operatorρ(t). From Eq. (6), we get
where C(t) is a generalized collision operator and we use an anzatz PL int P = 0 which is equivalent to neglect renormalization of the unperturbed energy of the system [16] . In the following, we first show that the timeconvolutionless equation of motion (19) becomes the Lindblad master equation in the Markov approximation. The lowest-order Born approximation, which is valid up to the order (Ĥ int ) 2 , is used subsequently. The effect of C(t) onρ(t) up to the second-order expansion becomes
whereĤ int (t) is the Heisenberg transformation ofĤ int defined by U 0 (t)Ĥ int . For the specific form of the interaction Hamiltonian, we assume a Caldeira-Leggett-type model [17, 18] given bŷ
wherev α is the Hermitian operator acting on the system
) is a fluctuating bosonic quantum field whose unperturbed motion is governed by the harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian for the reservoir,
The set of operators {v α } describes the various decoherence processes and sometimes they are denoted as the error generators. From Eqs. (21) and (22), we obtain
The characteristic function χ αβ (t) for the heat bath satisfies χ αβ (t) = χ * βα (−t). In the Markovian limit, it becomes
Then, we get
where γ αβ contains the information about the physical decoherence parameters. It is now obvious that Eq. (27) is equivalent to the Lindblad term L D described in Ref. [3] , which takes into account the nonunitary, decohering dynamics. We now proceed to prove that the OSR or the Kraus representation can be derived from the formal solution given in Eqs. (12) and (13) . The evolution superoperator E(t) becomes
within the Born approximation. Substituting Eqs. (22) and (25) 
The superoperator E (2) (t) satisfies the following conditions: (i) trace-preserving, (ii) Hermiticity-preserving, and (iii) complete positivity. As a result, there exists a corresponding OSR [10] . We will find the OSR for E (2) (t) in Eq. (28) although any order of perturbation is applicable based on our formulation. Let {K α } be the set of Kraus operators forρ(t) described in Eq. (30), then
with the completeness relation, independent of the evolving time t,
In order to derive explicit expressions for the superoperator E (2) , we employ the interaction picture for the time evolution of the system state as
To derive the set of Kraus operators {K α }, we adopt a matrix representation for them. Then,
where {ê ab |ê ab = |a b|} is an orthonormal basis set which spans the Hilbert-Schmidt space of reduced density operators. The Kraus operator is expanded in this basis asK
then,
Comparing Eqs. (34) and (37), we obtain
The conversion to E (2) is straightforward since U s (t) is unitary. From Eqs. (30) and (35), we get
where δ an is a Kronecker delta,
The set of Kraus operators are not unique and can be generated from a canonical set by an extended unitary matrix [10, 19, 2, 20] . We will obtain the canonical set of Kraus operators. The superoperator E ab nm can be regarded as a positive and Hermitian matrix with (a, n) being the row index and (b, m) the column index [2] . Then, there exists some unitary matrix U an,α which diagonalizes E ab nm as
Since all eigenvalues d α are positive, 
All equivalent sets of Kraus operators for the given superoperator can be generated by "unitary remixing" of the canonical set with the eigenvalue vector d extended by some arbitrary number of zeros as d = (d, 0, ..., 0) [19] . In addition to the derivation from the canonical set, when the superoperator is already in the form of Eq. (38), the Kraus operators can be obtained more explicitly. As an example, let us consider a simple dephasing channel for a single qubit system where Hamiltonian is given by [21] 
, and (41), we obtain
where λ a is an eigenvalue ofσ z , and f (t) = 
If we define p(t) = 2Ref (t) − |f (t)| 2 , then the OSR of ρ(t) becomeŝ ρ(t) = (1 − p(t)) 1 1ρ(0)1 1 + p(t)σ zρ (0)σ z .
It is obvious that the Kraus operators (48) satisfy the completeness relation (32). In summary, we have shown that the OSR for the nonMarkovian case and the Lindblad master equation for the Markov case can be derived from the formal solution to the QLE for the qubit system in the presence of decoherence processes self-consistently. Our formulation is the first principle theory starting from the exact solution to the QLE in time-convolutionless form and the matrix representation of the evolution superoperator. The advantage of our first principle theory is that it is general enough to model a realistic quantum computer in the presence of decoherence provided that details of the Hamiltonians for the system, reservoir, and the mutual interaction are known.
